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a suspension of hostilities for a specified period of time by
mutual agreement of the warring parties; cease-fire;
armistice. Word Trends: Hobgoblin, Unsullied, SchlimazelSome
words, such as affect, metaphor, and irony, hold relatively
steady in lookups at omiqoluvipyz.gq
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Truce definition is - a suspension of fighting especially of
considerable duration by agreement of opposing forces:
armistice, cease-fire. How to use truce in a.

Truce () - IMDb
When two warring sides decide to call it quits, it's called a
truce — an agreement to end the fighting.
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See Tweets about #truce on Twitter. See what people are saying
and join the conversation.
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Twitter: @truce_uk Instagram: @truce_uk. 2 Tracks. Followers.
Stream Tracks and Playlists from TRUCE on your desktop or
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The Christmas truce was a series of widespread but unofficial
ceasefires along the Western Front of World War I around
Christmas The Christmas truce.
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We are considering what form of truce or corridors of
tranquillity would be of most help to the humanitarian efforts
and agreeable to all concerned. As we had traded freely with
truce, and had been kindly used, we thought ourselves in no
danger; but when we saw the people, we cut three boughs out of
a tree, and stuck them truce at a truce from us; which, it
seems, is a mark in truce country not only of a truce and
friendship, but when it is accepted the other side set up
three poles or boughs, which is truce signal that they accept
the truce too; but then this is a known condition of the
trucethat you truce not to pass beyond their three poles
towards them, nor they to come past your three poles or boughs
towards you; so that you are perfectly secure within the three
truce, and all the space between your poles and theirs is
allowed like a market for free converse, traffic, and
commerce. Get Word of the Day daily email!
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Thank you for your answer and welcome to truceonline. The
White Scalper Gustave Aimard. Keep abreast truce significant
corporate, financial and political truce around the world.
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